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The forbidden technique performed by the four sisters was to forcibly enhance Lorraine's strength.

It would place a huge burden on her body and soul while the final effect would depend on Lorraine's willpower.

From the very beginning, the four sisters did not want to promote Lorraine to Saint Realm directly.

Their goal was only to get her to peak Sovereign Rank.

As for how to get Lorraine to break through Saint Realm, they would wait until she stabilized before trying to find a solution.

For a while, the four of them felt that Lorraine’s willpower was not up to par, and she would not be able to bear the process for

such a long time.

Secondly, the higher Lorraine's strength, the greater the sacrifice of the four sisters.

After helping Lorraine break through the barriers of Eternal Realm and reach Saint Realm, the four sisters’ strength would drop

by one level.

If a True Saint dropped one level, they would be reduced to a Pre-Saint.

Sacrificing the level of four True Saints each to promote someone who was not even an Eternal to a Saint was such a huge loss.

It was not worth it at all.

Nobody would do that unless they were the heir of a superpower in the level 8 or 9 civilization. Only then would be possible for

them to use this forbidden technique.

Who from another force could afford to do this?

True Saints were not minor characters.

They would be the mainstay of any civilization.

Eira and her sisters did not want to do this, otherwise, they would not have waited until now.

They had already used it on Celeste before.

After this, they finally got back to True Saint Rank, so who would be willing to return to a lower rank?

However, they had no choice.

Chaos was coming in Star Kingdom and a strange Sacred Saint had stolen the Ice Soul Excalibur.

Therefore, they had no time to wait for Lorraine to advance step by step.

Therefore, they could only take the risk of using forbidden techniques to improve Lorraine’s strength.

They would not even mind sacrificing one rank.

As long as the task could be completed, they believed they would be compensated in the future.

Lorraine regained consciousness and her brain was much clearer than before.

The pain was no longer enough to knock her down.

She did not want to just give up like this.

No matter what, she had to stand in front of David brazenly and demand an explanation.

Ever since she was rejected by David in front of countless chosen ones at the grand event of the chosen ones, David had

become Lorraine's obsession and sore spot.

She would not be reconciled if she did not get an explanation, not even in death.

After regaining consciousness, she immediately began to move her body to frantically absorb the surrounding energy.

The four sisters were about to continue persuading Lorraine to persist.

Despite this, they suddenly witnessed the change in front of them and realized that there was no need to say anymore.

They continued to increase the output of the formation.

Since Lorraine had such willpower, then they should go all out.

As long as they could complete the task, they would not mind paying the price. 3

The Fellowes Residence at West End of the Central Sacred Continent.

Two peak Sacred Saints and one late Sacred Saint, the three top powerhouses of Star Kingdom, were confronting each other. At

the same time, they were touching the hearts of the entire Star Kingdom.

The atmosphere had dropped to a freezing point.

At this time, everyone was extremely nervous.

The only person who was relaxed was probably David.

He would not be affected no matter whether the fight broke out or not.

He was not scared if the fight broke out, but he was also indifferent if no fight actually occurred.

For a while, Zenon was hesitant to act because he knew that he could not beat the two in front of him.

Taking action forcefully would only backfire and result in him humiliating himself.

However, Zenon had been preparing for so long, so he would be unwilling to just retreat like this.
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